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Background

- Required code vulnerability scans occurred too close to a production release
- If vulnerabilities were discovered, developers would not know until the code was frozen for production release
- Developers would need to unfreeze the code to apply the necessary fixes and scan again
- This was viewed as ‘unplanned’ work that could potentially delay production releases by several weeks

We needed a better way to meet business and security requirements.
Objective

• Shift security scans left to identify and resolve vulnerabilities quickly
• Perform static application and software code analysis scans on every code commit
• Perform dynamic application scans in test environments on a repeating schedule
• When vulnerabilities are identified, break build or prevent deployment
• This process needs to be scalable and code agnostic to support our diverse business needs

Align expectations with key stakeholders to improve the process
Approach

- Added security scans and rules into the CICD workflow to break builds and prevent deployments
- Developed GitHub Actions and User Interface to abstract underlying functionality from Developers
- Integrated best in class vulnerability scanning for code and container deployment
- Integrated Jfrog Artifactory for clean code artifact storage
- Developed new tools to expedite onboarding and implementation of the CICD process to existing platforms across the company

We are working with GitHub to introduce additional rulesets in a future release
Measuring Success

• Developers are receiving security feedback within 15 minutes of every code commit, which could be several times per day
• This continuous feedback is training Developers to produce better code from the start
• Significant reduction of vulnerabilities found in all environments
• Project delays due to security findings are now a rare occurrence
• Production release is down from over 4 hours to less than 15 minutes

Better designs, faster cycles, and significantly fewer security concerns!!!
Challenges

• Scaling the platform to accommodate the 80+ major initiatives as well as other smaller projects
• Supporting multiple programming languages that enable our complex environment
• Managing the ongoing lifecycle of the third-party dependencies in our applications

There was not a commercially available solution to meet our needs
Lessons Learned

• Integration of scans into the CICD workflows requires:
  – Developer education on scan types, when to use each scan, how to mitigate identified vulnerabilities
  – Creation or modification of existing policies to promote timely resolution

• Open-source software, while viable, has stability challenges requiring routine maintenance, contributions, and governance
  – Leverage commercially available solutions where possible

• Build strong vendor partnerships to further enhance their products to meet your needs and grow the community

• Make sure you have clear business requirements and policy alignment to resolve the most significant concerns

Veracode partnership has led to open-source contributions and enhancements
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